We present SkelNetOn 2019 Challenge and Deep Learning for Geometric Shape Understanding workshop to utilize existing and develop novel deep learning architectures for shape understanding. We observed that unlike traditional segmentation and detection tasks, geometry understanding is still a new area for investigation using deep learning techniques. SkelNetOn aims to bring together researchers from different domains to foster learning methods on global shape understanding tasks. We aim to improve and evaluate the state-of-the-art shape understanding approaches, and to serve as reference benchmarks for future research. Similar to other challenges in computer vision domain [6, 22] , SkelNetOn tracks propose three datasets and corresponding evaluation methodologies; all coherently bundled in three competitions with a dedicated workshop co-located with CVPR 2019 conference. In this paper, we describe and analyze characteristics of each dataset, define the evaluation criteria of the public competitions, and provide baselines for each task.
Introduction
Public datasets and benchmarks play an important role in computer vision especially as the rise of deep learning approaches accelerate the relative scalability and reliability of solutions for different tasks. Starting with ImageNet [27] , COCO [22] , and DAVIS [6] for detection, captioning, and segmentation tasks respectively, competitions bring fairness and reproducibility to the evaluation process of computer vision approaches and improve their capabilities by introducing valuable datasets. Such datasets, and the corresponding challenges, also increase the visibility, availability, and feasibility of machine learning models, which brings up even more scalable, diverse, and accurate algorithms to be evaluated on public benchmarks.
Computer vision approaches have shown tremendous progress toward understanding shapes from various data formats, especially since entering the deep learning era. Although detection, recognition, and segmentation approaches achieve highly accurate results, there has been rel-atively less attention and research dedicated to extracting topological and geometric information from shapes. However, geometric representations (skeletons, medial axis, boundary curves, etc.) of a shape provide a compact and intuitive representation of the shape for modeling, synthesis, compression, and analysis. Generating or extracting such representations is significantly different from segmentation and recognition tasks, as they condense both local and global information about the shape, and they also often combine topological and geometrical recognition.
We observe that the main challenges for such shape abstraction tasks are (i) the inherent dimensionality reduction from the shape to the skeleton, (ii) the domain change as the true skeletal representation would be best expressed in a continuous domain, and (iii) the trade off between the noise and representative power for the skeleton to prohibit overbranching but still not lose the shape. Although the lower dimensional representation is a clear advantage for shape manipulation, it raises the challenge of characterizing features and representation, especially for deep learning. Computational methods for skeleton extraction are abundant, but are typically not robust to noise on the boundary of the shape (see [33] , for example). Small changes in the boundary result in large changes to the skeleton structure, with long branches describing insignificant bumps on the shape. Even for clean extraction methods such as Durix's robust skeleton [12] used for our dataset, changing the resolution of an image changes the value of the threshold for keeping only the desirable branches. Training a neural network to learn to extract a clean skeleton directly, without relying on a threshold, would be a significant contribution to skeleton extraction. In addition, recent deep learning algorithms have shown great results in tasks requiring dimensionality reduction and such approaches could be easily applied to the shape abstraction task we describe in this paper.
Our observation is that deep learning approaches are useful for proposing generalizable and robust solutions for such ill-posed problems. Our motivation arises from the fact that such deep learning approaches need comprehensive datasets, similar to 3D shape understanding benchmarks based on ShapeNet [9] , SUNCG [32] , and SUMO [34] datasets, with corresponding challenges. The tasks and expected results from such networks should also be wellformulated in order to evaluate and compare them properly. We chose skeleton extraction as the main task, to be investigated in pixel, point, and parametric domains in increasing complexity.
In order to solve the proposed problem with deep learning and direct more attention to geometric shape understanding tasks, we introduce SkelNetOn Challenge. We aim to bring together researchers from computer vision, computer graphics, and mathematics to advance the state of the art in topological and geometric shape analysis using deep learning. The datasets created and released for this competition will serve as reference benchmarks for future research in deep learning for shape understanding. Furthermore, different input and output data representations can become valuable testbeds for the design of robust computer vision and computational geometry algorithms, as well as understanding deep learning models built on representations in 3D and beyond. The three SkelNetOns are defined below:
• Pixel SkelNetOn: As the most common data format for segmentation or classification models, our first domain poses the challenge of extracting the skeleton pixels from a given shape in an image.
• Point SkelNetOn: The second challenge track investigates the problem in the point domain, where the shapes will be represented by point clouds as well as the skeletons.
• Parametric SkelNetOn: The last domain aims to push the boundaries to find parametric representation of the skeleton of a shape, given its image. The participants are expected to output the skeleton of the shape represented as parametric curves, together with a radius function.
In the next section, we introduce how the skeletal models are generated. We then inspect characteristics of our datasets and the annotation process (Section 3), detailed description of the tasks and formulations of evaluation metrics (Section 4), and state-of-the-art methods as well as our baselines (Section 5). The results of the competitions will be presented in the Deep Learning for Geometric Shape Understanding Workshop during the 2019 International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) in Long Beach, CA on June 17th, 2019. As of March 15th, 2019, more than 160 participants have registered in SkelNetOn competitions and there are 25 valid submissions in the leaderboard over the three tracks.
Skeletal Models and Generation
The Blum medial axis (BMA) is the original skeletal model, consisting of a collection of points equidistant from the boundary (the skeleton) and their corresponding distances (radii) [3] . The BMA produces skeleton points both inside and outside the shape boundary. Since each set, interior and exterior, reconstructs the boundary exactly, we select the interior skeleton to avoid redundancy. For the interior BMA, skeleton points are centers of circles maximally inscribed within the shape and the radii are their associated circles radii. For a discrete sampling of the boundary, Voronoi approaches to estimating the medial axis are well-known, and proven to converge to the true BMA as the boundary sampling becomes dense [25] . In the following, we refer to the skeleton points and radius of the shape together as the interior BMA.
The skeleton offers an intuitive and low dimensional representation of the shape that has been exploited for shape recognition, shape matching, and shape animation. However, this representation also suffers from poor robustness: small perturbations of the boundary may cause long branches to appear that model only a small boundary change. Such are uninformative about the shape. These perturbations also depend on the domain of the shape representation, since the noise on the boundary may be the product of coarse resolution, non-uniform sampling, and approximate parameterization. Many approaches have been proposed to remove these uninformative branches from an existing skeleton [1, 10, 13] , whereas some more recent methods offer a skeletonization algorithm that directly computes a clean skeleton [12, 19] .
We base our ground truth generation on this second approach. First, we apply one-pixel dilation and erosion operations on the original image to close some negligible holes and remove isolated pixels that might change the topology of the skeleton. We manually adjust the shapes if the closing operation changes the shape topology. Then, the skeleton is computed with 2-, 4-, and 6-pixel thresholds. In other words, the Hausdorff distance from the shape represented by the skeleton to the shape used for the skeletonization is at most 2, 4, or 6 pixels [12] . We then manually select the skeleton that is visually the most coherent for the shape from among the three approximations to produce a skeleton which has the correct number of branches. Finally, we manually remove some isolated skeleton points or branches if spurious branches still remain.
We compiled several shape repositories [5, 4, 20, 29] for our dataset with 1, 725 shapes in 90 categories. We used the aforementioned skeleton extraction pipeline for obtaining the initial skeletons, and created shapes and skeletons in other domains using the shape boundary, skeleton points, and skeleton edges.
Datasets
We converted the shapes and their corresponding ground truth skeletal models into three representation domains: pixels, points, and Bézier curves. In this section, we will discuss these datasets derived from the initial skeletonization.
Shapes and Skeletons in Pixels
The image dataset consists of 1, 725 black and white images given in portable network graphics format with size 256 × 256 pixels, split into 1, 219 training images, 242 validation images, and 266 test images.
We provide samples from every class in both the test and validation sets. There are two types of images: the shape images which represent the shapes in our dataset (Figure 2a) , and the skeleton images which represent the skeletons corresponding to the shape images ( Figure 2b ). In the shape images, the background is annotated with black pixels and the shape with a closed polygon filled with white pixels. In the skeleton images, the background is annotated with black pixels and the skeleton is annotated with white pixels. The shapes have no holes; some of them are natural, while others are man-made. If one overlaps a skeleton image with its corresponding shape image, the skeleton will lie in the "middle" of the shape (i.e., it would be an approximation of the shape's skeleton).
For generating shape images, inside of the shape boundaries mentioned in Section 2 are rendered in white, whereas outside is rendered in black. The renders are then cropped, padded, and downsampled to 256 × 256. No noise was added or removed, therefore all expected noise is due to pixelation or resizing effects. For generating skeleton images, the skeleton points as well as all pixels linearly falling between two consecutive skeleton points are rendered in white, on a black background. By definition of the skeletons from the original generation process, we assume adjacency within 8-neighborhood in the pixel domain, and provide connected skeletons. 
Shapes and Skeletons in Points
Similar to the image dataset, the point dataset consists of 1, 725 shape point clouds and corresponding ground truth skeleton point clouds, given in the basic point cloud export format .pts. Sample shape point clouds and their corresponding skeleton point clouds are shown in Figure 3 .
The dataset is again split into 1, 218 training point clouds, 241 validation point clouds, and 266 test point clouds. We derive the point dataset by extracting the boundaries of the shapes (mentioned in Section 2) as twodimensional point clouds. We fill the closed region within this boundary by points that implicitly lie on a grid with granularity h = 1. After experimenting with over/under sampling the point cloud with different values of h, we end up with this balancing value because the generated point clouds were representative enough to not lose details, and still computationally reasonable to process. Even though the average discretization parameter is given as h = 1 in the provided dataset, we shared scripts 1 in the competition starting kit to coarsen or populate the provided point clouds so participants are able to experiment with different granularities of the point cloud representation. To prevent the comfort of regularity which is observed in the pixel domain, we add some uniformly distributed noise and avoid any structural dependency in the later computed results. The noise is scaled by the sampling density, and we also provide scripts to apply noise with other probability distributions, such as Gaussian noise.
Ground truth for the skeletal models are given as a second point cloud which only contains the points representing the skeleton. To compute the skeletal point clouds, we computed the proximity of each point in the shape point cloud to the skeleton points and skeleton edges from the original dataset. Shape points closer than a threshold (depending on h) to any original skeleton points or edges in Euclidean space are accepted for the skeleton point cloud. This generation process allows one-to-one matching of each point in the skeleton point cloud to a point in the shape point cloud, thus the ground truth can be converted to labels for the shape point cloud if the task in hand would be assumed as a segmentation task.
Parametric Skeletons
Finally, the parametric skeleton dataset consists of 1, 725 shape images and corresponding ground truth parametric skeletons, exported in tab separated .csv format. The dataset is again split into 1, 218 training shapes, 241 validation shapes, and 266 test shapes. The shape images are created as discussed in Section 3.1, and the parametric skeletons are modeled as degree five Bézier curves. Each curve corresponds to a branch of the skeleton, where the first two coordinates describe the {x, y} location in the image, and the third coordinate is the radius r associated with the point. Curves are represented as degree five Bézier curves, and the output is a vector containing the 3D (x, y, r) coordinates of From the simply connected shapes of the dataset mentioned in Section 2, we first extract a clean medial axis representation. For a simply connected shape, the skeleton is a tree, whose joints and endpoints are connected by curves, which we call proto-branches. Unfortunately, the structure of the tree is not stable. Because skeletons are unstable in the presence of noise, a new branch due to a small perturbation of the boundary could appear and break a proto-branch into two branches. Moreover the tree structure gives a dependency and partial order between the branches, not a total order. To obtain a canonical parametric representation of the skeleton, we first merge branches that have been broken by a less important branch. We then order the reduced set of branches according to branch importance. For both steps, we use a salience measure, the Weighted Extended Distance Function (WEDF) function on the skeleton [20] , to determine the relative importance of branches. The WEDF function has been shown to measure relative importance of shape parts in a way that matches human perception [8] .
Merging branches. First, we identify pairs of adjacent branches that should be joined to represent a single curve: a branch is split into two parts at a junction induced by a child branch of lower importance if the WEDF function is continuous across the junction. When two child branches joining the parent branch are of equal importance, then the junction is considered an end point of the parent curve. Figure 4 shows the resulting curves. Figure 4 : Skeletal Branches. The red curve passes continuously through the arm and nose curves. However, legs (bottom) and ears (top) split the main red curve into two parts of equal importance, becoming the end-points.
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Computation of the Bézier approximation. Each individual curve resulting from the merging process is approximated by a Bézier curve of degree five, whose control points have three parameters (x, y, r), where (x, y) are coordinates, and r is the radius. The end points of the curve are interpolated, and the remaining points are determined by a least square approximation.
Branch ordering
We then order the branches by importance to have a canonical representation. We estimate a branch importance by the maximal WEDF value of a point in the branch. The branches can then be ordered, and their successive list of control points is the desired output.
Tasks and Evaluations

Pixel Skeleton Classification
Generating skeleton images from the given shape images can be posed as a pixel-wise binary classification task, or an image generation task. This makes it possible to evaluate performance by comparing a generated skeleton image, pixel by pixel, to its ground truth skeleton image. Such a comparison automatically accounts for common errors seen in skeleton extraction algorithms such as lack of connectivity, double-pixel width, and branch complexity.
However, using a simple L1 loss measurement would provide a biased evaluation of image similarity. One can see this by looking at any of the skeleton images: the black background pixels far outnumber the white skeleton ones, giving the former much more significance in the final value of the computed L1 loss. To minimize the effects of class imbalance, the evaluation is performed using the F 1 score, which takes into account the number of skeleton and background pixels in the ground truth and generated images. This is consistent with metrics used in the literature and will enable further comparisons with future work [30] . The number of skeleton pixels (positive) or background pixels (negative) is first counted in both the generated and ground truth skeleton images. The F 1 score is then calculated from the harmonic average of the precision and recall values as follows:
using
where T P , F N , and F P stand for the number of pixels for true positives, false negatives, and false positives respectively.
Point Skeleton Extraction
Given a 2D point set representing a shape, the goal of the point skeleton extraction task is to output a set of point coordinates corresponding to the given shape's skeleton. This can be approached as a binary point classification task or a point generation task, both of which end up producing a skeleton point cloud that approximate the shape skeleton. The output set of skeletal points need not be part of the original input point set. The evaluation metric for this task needs to be invariant to the number and ordering of the points. The metric should also be flexible for different point sampling distributions representing the same skeleton. Therefore, the results are evaluated using the symmetric Chamfer distance function, defined by:
where A and B represent the skeleton point sets to be compared. We use a fast vectorized Numpy implementation of this function in order to compute Chamfer distances quickly in our evaluation script.
Parametric Skeleton Generation
The parametric skeleton extraction task aims to recover the medial axis as a set of 3D parametric curves from an input image of a shape. Following the shape and parametric skeleton notations introduced in Section 3.3, different metrics can be proposed to evaluate such a representation. In particular, we can measure either the distance of the output medial axis to the ground-truth skeleton, or its distance to the shape described in the input image. Although the second method looks better adapted to the task, it does not take into account several properties of the medial axis. It would be difficult, for example, to penalize disconnected branches or redundant parts of the medial axis.
We evaluate our results by distance to the ground truth medial axes in our database, since the proposed skeletal representation in the dataset already guarantees the properties introduced above and in Section 3.3, and are ordered in a deterministic order. We use the mean squared distance between the control points on the original and predicted branches as:
where b = (x i , y i , r i ) i={0..5} is a branch in the ground truth data, andb = (x i ,ỹ i ,r i ) i={0..5} is the corresponding branch in the output data.
The evaluation metric needs to take into account models with an incorrect number of branches, since this number is different for each shape. We penalize each missing (or extra) branch in the output with a measure on the length of the branch in the ground truth (or in the output). We use a measure called missing branch error (MBE) for each missing or extra branch b:
(6) Finally, the evaluation function between an output vector V and its associated ground truth V is defined as:
where N b , n b are respectively the number minimal and maximal of branches in the ground truth and in the output, andb are branches in the vector containing the maximal number of branches.
State-of-the-art and Baselines
Skeleton extraction has been an interesting topic of research for different domains. We briefly introduce these approaches in addition to our own deep learning based baselines. The participants are expected to surpass these baselines in order to be eligible for the prizes.
Pixel Skeleton Results
Early work on skeleton extraction was based on using segmented images as input [2] . A comprehensive overview of previous approaches using pre-segmented inputs is presented in [28] . With the advancement of neural network technology, the most recent approaches perform skeletonization from natural images with fully convolutional neural networks [30, 31] . In this challenge, we consider the former type of skeletonization task using presegmented input images.
We formulate the task of skeletonization as image translation from pre-segmented images to skeletons with a conditional adversarial neural network. For our baseline result, we use a vanilla pix2pix model as proposed in [16] . We apply a distance transform to preprocess the binary input shape as illustrated in Figure 5 . We found that this preprocessing of the input data enhances the neural network learning significantly. The model is trained with stochastic gradient descent using the L1-image loss for 200 epochs. We measure performance in terms of F 1 score achieving a test accuracy of 0.6244 on the proposed validation set. 
Point Skeleton Results
Skeleton and medial axis extraction from point clouds have been extensively explored in 2D and 3D domains by using several techniques such as Laplacian contraction [7] , mass transport [17] , medial scaffold [21] , locally optimal projection [23] , maximal tangent ball [24] , and local L 1 medians [15] . Although these approaches extract approximate skeletons, the dependency on sampling density, non-uniform and incomplete shapes, and the inherent noise in the point clouds are still open topics that deep learning approaches can handle implicitly. One such recent approach (P2PNet [36] ) builds a Siamese architecture to build spatial transformer networks for learning how points can be moved from a shape surface to the medial axis and vice versa.
Based on the definition of this task in Section 4, it can be formulated as (i) a generation task to create a point cloud by learning the distribution from the original shapes and skeleton points, (ii) a segmentation task to label the points of a shape as skeletal and non-skeletal points, and (ii) a spatial task to learn the pointwise translations to transform the given shape to its skeleton. We chose the second approach to utilize state-of-the-art point networks. First, we obtained ground truth skeletons as labels for the original point cloud (skeletal label as 1, and non-skeletal labeled as 2). Then we experimented with PointNet++ [26] architecture's partsegmentation module to classify each pixel into two classes, defined by the labels. As the dimensionality of the classes are inherently different, we observed that the skeleton class collapses. Similarly, if we over-sample the skeleton, nonskeleton class collapses. To overcome this problem, we experimented with dynamic weighting of samples, so that the skeletal points are trusted more than non-skeletal points. The weights are adjusted at every 10 th epoch as well as the learning rate, to keep the balance of the classes. Our approach achieved an accuracy of 58.93%, measured by the mean IoU over all classes. Even though the mIoU is a representative metric for our task, we would like to evaluate our results better by calculating the Chamfer distance of skeletons in shape space in future.
Parametric Medial Axis Results
Parametric representations of the medial axis have been proposed before, in particular representations with intuitive control parameters. For example, Yushkevich. et al, [37] use a cubic B-spline model with control points and radii; similarly Lam et al. [18] use piecewise Bézier curves.
We train a Resnet-50 [14] modified for regression. Inputs are segmented binary images, and outputs are six control points in R 3 that give (x, y, r) values for the degree five Bézier curves used to model medial axis branches.
The parametric data is the most challenging of the three ground truths presented here, for two reasons. First, the number of entries in the ground truth varies with the number of branches in the skeleton. Second, the Bézier control points do not encode information about the connectivity of the skeleton graph. To overcome the first challenge, we set all shapes to have 5 branches. For those shapes with fewer than 5 branches, we select the medial point with the maximum WEDF value (a center of the shape) as the points in any non-existent branches, and set the corresponding radii to zero. We do not address the second issue for our base- line results. We use a simple mean squared error measure on the output coordinates as our loss function. While more branches are desirable to obtain quality models, there is a trade-off between the number of meaningless entries in the ground truth for a simple shape (with a low number of branches), and providing for an adequate number of branches in the ground truth of a complex shape (with many branches).
We obtain a validation loss of 1405 pixels, with a corresponding training loss of 121 pixels, using early stopping. For comparison, loss at start of training is in the order of 50, 000 pixels.
As shown in Figure 6 , branch connectivity is only occasionally produced by our trained model. The model does well with location, orientation, and scale of shape, but often misses long and narrow appendages such as the guitar neck (third row).
Conclusions
We presented SkelNetOn Challenge at Deep Learning for Geometric Shape Understanding, in conjunction with CVPR 2019. Our challenge provides datasets, competi-tions, and a workshop structure around skeleton extraction in three domains as Pixel SkelNetOn, Point SkelNetOn, and Parametric SkelNetOn. We introduced our dataset analysis, formulated our evaluation metrics following our competition tasks, and shared our preliminary results as baselines following the previous work in each domain.
We believe that SkelNetOn has the potential to become a fundamental benchmark for the intersection of deep learning and geometry understanding. We foresee that the challenge and the workshop will enable more collaborative research of different disciplines on the crossroads of shapes. Ultimately, we envision that such deep learning approaches can be used to extract expressive parametric and hierarchical representations that can be utilized for generative models [35] and for proceduralization [11] .
